**FEATURES:**
- Advanced algorithms and filters allow for industry leading image quality
- Automated image acquisition directly into biological mounts
- Excellent diagnostic quality using CMOS technology with scintillator
- Powerful report writer with drag ‘n drop image insertion
- Full 16 bit x-ray viewer
- Ideal sensor size with thin construction and rounded corners
- Direct USB connection with no external power and no data box
- Images in medical DICOM format
- Plug ‘n play installation
- Industry-leading 24 month sensor warranty included
- Durable reinforced sensor with shock resistant construction and Kevlar reinforced cable

**BENEFITS:**
- Easy Retakes
- Environmentally friendly - no more chemicals
- Instant images (3 second image capture) reduce the time your patients are under anesthesia
- Help improve compliance by showing your customers what you see. Software includes an image library to show progression of conditions
- Better image quality makes for easier diagnosis
- Our open architecture allows bridging into many practice management programs, and other hardware
- Lower Radiation for your patients & staff
- Image quality won’t degrade over time

---

**Optimized Work Flow – Unprecedented Image Quality – Instant Images**

**Hematology | Chemistry | Laser | Digital Radiography**

**Ultrasound | Orthopedics | Video Otoscope**

**Vet Novations Canada Inc. 1-866-382-6937 | info@vetnovations.com | www.vetnovations.com**
Media Vet Software is designed to be one of the easiest to use on the market. It is based on simple, easy to use point and click icons. Report Generation Software allows you to provide professional treatment recommendations & post treatment reports.

**Gray Falcon V Sensors Technical Specifications**

- Theoretical Resolution: 26.3 lp/mm • Real resolution: > 20 lp/mm or 0.05mm image detail
- S/N ratio: 40 db • Scintillator: CSI deposited on fiber-less substrate • Intelligent auto-trigger
- Active sensor area: #2 (26mm x 36mm) 900mm2 • Outer dimensions: 30.4mm x 42.8mm
- Sensor thickness: 5.41mm • Robust 3 meter repairable-replaceable USB sensor cable
- Robust hermetically sealed sensor casing

**USE YOUR GENERATOR OR OURS!**

**Progeny VetVision DC Veterinary Dental X-Ray Unit**

- Adjustable KVP (60, 65 and 70) • Adjustable mA (4, 5, 6, 7) • Adjustable time (10ms – 2 seconds)
- 0.4 mm focal spot – the smallest available in market • Available up to 84" arm reach
- 30 Pre-programmed techniques • Includes installation • 2 Year warranty